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A Note from the Editor
The
2 third issue of the Sutradhar Magazine breaks the format followed in the earlier issues.This issue is
dedicated to an elaborate analysis, description and discourse around the experience of a Master Class in
Togalu Gombeyatta ( Traditional form of Shadow Puppetry from Andhra Pradesh, South India) by Gunduraju
in June 2014 organised by Unima- India and Kat Katha. The 15 day workshop was well documented and it is this
documentation and the discourse thrown up which form the bulk of this issue.
In the absence of any formal training on one hand and only a traditional transmission within generational
forms, the space for creating a unique but appropriate, relevant pedagogy becomes crucial. Unima- India’s
experiment in exploring a format geared not just at transmission but also studying and documenting the process
when a traditional form is faced with contemporary participants from different fields of artistic expression.
There is a detailed article by Shankhajeet Dey who was the appointed documentor for the Master Class.
Some thought provoking questions about policy and patronage are raised in an article by Anurupa Roy .The
fascinating process of transmission and transformation into projects by participants is described and discussed
by Vidyun Sabhaney.
Space is also dedicated to hear Gunduraj ( The Master Puppeteer)speak and share his thoughts, ideas on the
experience and the future of his Art. .The Puppeteer/storyteller is central to his tradition. Ethical parameters
of “borrowing” aesthetics, giving credit to a traditional form or narrative, to be aware of where inspiration
ends and plagiarism begins: these are questions which need to be debated with all the stake holders. Master
performers, Puppeteers, Storytellers seem to have been excluded from any such discourse or debate. No
discourse can be complete without giving space to their voices.
How should a Master Class be designed? What is the appropriate container for such an immersive experience?
Does this module (successful as it has been) have a bearing on developing a curriculum for a puppet school in
India for contemporary and traditional puppeteers? Will one pedagogical approach serve both?
Whatever shape it takes, an organic process will be more valuable than a sterile workshop in an artificial
context- a model hitherto employed to teach puppetry.
What is the future of the younger generation within the form? How can one revitalize the interest of the
younger generation within the traditional form ?
So with this bumper issue we fulfill our mandate of providing a space for discourse and information sharing.

Ranjana Pandey
President
Unima-India
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New Frontiers: Understanding Contemporary
Creative Engagments with Togalu Gombeyatta
By Vidyun Sabhaney

Introduction
Despite being one of the most prolific practices of

different for each group; varying chiefly in terms of
maturity.

traditional puppet theatre in the country, Togalu

As more and more artists (usually from urban

Gombeyatta has had relatively little exposure in

contexts) begin to access these forms in search

India. Unlike several other storytelling practices – for

for knowledge—adaptation, appropriation (on both

example, Bengali Pata Chitra and Gond – it has not

sides) and collaboration becomes inevitable. In this

yet adapted to new media. Usage of any aspect of

context, Unima India’s Masterclass held in June 2014

Togalu Gombeyatta’s aesthetic has been restricted

in Mussourie was not just an attempt for knowledge

primarily to decorative items like lampshades, which

transmission

find a market at urban craft melas. This, however,

take place but also

is not to say that members of the community that

a space in which

practices Togalu Gombeyatta do not desire a deeper

questions

change – during my initial fieldwork in January

regard to the nature

2012 and subsequent visits to Hassan thereafter,

of

puppeteer Gunduraju expressed his twin desires to

was

bring his performance to the filmic medium and work

well

with other artists. No one knows better than these

ethical

artists that the landscape of storytelling is changing –

surrounding

even their traditional, inherited audiences have less

acquisition

and less time for them. Whilst urban markets have

aesthetics

emerged in the last two decades, new techniques

traditional art form.

and formats would need to be adopted to remain

Traditional arts in India are caste-based occupations

relevant in the world of storytelling. The desire for

that are orally transferred from one generation to the

adaptation may be more accurately described as a

next - they remain associated with one community,

need. In some senses, steps have been taken – the

and a significant portion of this community’s identity

emergence of two hours performances (versus six to

and financial means remain tied to the art form.

seven hours as it was earlier) is one such example. The

This forms the basis of debate – as well as a cause

prioritisation of haathfiruthalibaavli puppets over

of worry for those convening interactions between

jamkatbaavli and ekpat. There were also discussions

artists from a traditional and non-traditional context.

at the workshop of how some performances are

Several such events have resulted in interventions

divided according to audiences, and content, too, is

in the art-from, which have altered the practice–

to

with

collaboration
raised
as

–

as

possible
dilemmas
the
of
of

the
a

Accounts from both
puppeteers and
researchers suggest
that the practice of
leather puppetry
in Karnataka
began churning
some thirty years
ago – resulting
in a significant
shift in its style of
performance.

often,
4

with detrimental affect to its practitioners.

arts and artists. It must be made clear that in this

In some extreme cases, the art form has even been

article, I will only be discussing projects whose

appropriated by another community of a more

engagement I found to go beyond the form’s

dominant caste–Shankhajeet De’s film on Raavan

technique of expression. Artistic decisions made in

Chhaya of Orissa describes this process in detail.

these projects have been guided by other factors –

The future of traditional arts and artists in India will,

for example, the structure that the form has come to

therefore, not be determined just by new content

acquire, its narrative depth, its social role etc.

or new techniques but also its changing patronage
– this could refer to the government, development
NGOs or, in some cases, the contemporary
gallery circuit. Spaces like Unima India – which are
particularly sensitive to
these politics – aim to
throw up engagements
which hope to build
an egalitarian artistic
community based on
dialogue

between

practitioners
varied

from

backgrounds.

With this in mind, a

Before jumping into the details of these projects, I
would like to clarify the structure of the Masterclass
– it was a two week, residential workshop held in
the Indian hill-station

Unima India’s Masterclass held in June
2014 in Mussourie was not just an
attempt for knowledge transmission
to take place but also a space in which
questions with regard to the nature of
collaboration was raised – as well as
possible ethical dilemmas surrounding
the acquisition of the aesthetics of a
traditional art form

significant part of the
Masterclass on Togalu Gombeyatta was dedicated
to the development of projects by participants.

of Mussourie. The first
week was dedicated to
participants

learning

leather-making, puppetmaking and design, and
manipulation in style
of Togalu Gombeyatta
as well as sessions on
narratives told in the
lexicon of Togalu and the
history of the form. In

the second week, participants were asked to respond
to what they had learnt of Togalu Gombeyatta; they

In the final days of the Masterclass, I interviewed

had freedom to choose one or more of the following

select participants to understand the projects

aspects of the tradition - narrative, form, or material. I

they developed there as well as the sensibilities

would also like to mention that there was no uniform

that informed these – in each case, the artists’ own

understanding established at the Masterclass of

reflections on collaboration and their own agency

what kind of engagements words like ‘adaptation’ (of

vis-a-vis the tradition are of interest to developing

form), experimentation and ‘collaboration’ (between

further creative engagements with the traditional

artists) refer to. As a result, a significant amount of

4
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time was spent in each interview to gauge what each

and that of Togalu Gombeyatta,

artist understood by these terms – and it is interesting

creating puppets that use the compositional and

to note that none of the artists viewed their nascent

design technique of the form’s jamkatbaavli and

projects as adaptations or collaborations.

haathfiruthalibaavli but they will be in the Kishangarh

In Search of Resonance

Ruchi will be

style of painting i.e. miniature painting. This painting
style is one that she thinks her audience will be

Ruchi Bhargava is a theatre practitioner from Jaipur

able to relate to, and will also be more appropriate

whose work has, thus far, been on social issues and

to the story as it is set in Rajasthan. She also plans

satire–she has been involved in productions of Mohan

to use Rajasthani music – but keep the dialogue-

Das, Vanka, Aadhe Adhoore, Khaamosh Adalat Jari

delivery and manipulation technique of Togalu

Hai etc. This Masterclass has come at a point in

Gombeyatta. She feels, however, that her project is

her career when she is consciously devoting time

not an adaptation of the form–it is simply inspired

to carving out an identity for herself–it has become

by Togalu Gombeyatta, an experiment. Adaptation

very important to her to find a voice that is rooted

would require the artist to not break the aesthetic

in the cultural expressions of India. She perceives

of the art form and yet bring his or her own stories

similarities in the various cultures that inhabit this

out – stories that are otherwise outside of its lexicon.

political boundary and feels a resonance with them

Perhaps after months of training, she mused, it would

and their modes of expression.

be possible for her to do a story like Teen Ekaant

Ruchi came to the Masterclass with a desire to
develop a performance based on Teen Ekaant by
Nirmal Verma, using shadows. Later - after interacting
with Togalu Gombeyatta and Gunduraju - she

or Andha Yug using Togalu Gombeyatta. For a true
adaptation, Ruchi feels there are some elements
that should not change - the exaggerated dialogue
delivery of Togalu

changed her mind and decided to develop Vijaydan

Gombeyatta

Detha’s Choubuli instead. When I questioned her

practitioners at the Masterclass, as well); the visual

on why this was, she opined that the narrative of

style and composition of the puppets, and the

Choubuli resonated with stories told in Togalu

manipulation that accompanies them; and, finally, the

Gombeyatta. In addition, the performance style of

predominance of music. Although the Ramayana and

Togalu Gombeyatta gave the audience the kind of

Mahabharata are important religious texts for her,

energy that, she feels, stories like Choubuli need.

she feels that they can be let go of in this context

Aware of the cultural distance between her audience

(which

fascinated

other

theatre

and the form would still remain. On the other hand,
the elements she listed are not just the structure but

5

also
6 the aatma of the form; to let go of them would

occurred during the performance of this scene by

be to lose the form completely...

fellow participants, which concluded the first week

“And what if Gunduraju decided to let go of these
elements?” I tentatively inquired. The reply is instant
- “Well then - of course, it is still Togalu!!”
Unveiling As Protest
Aditi Chitre is an animator currently based in New
Delhi. She came to the workshop with little exposure
to traditional puppetry and was, in fact, much more
fascinated with hybrid practices of puppetry like

of knowledge transmission. In Togalu Gombeyatta, as
with several other popular arts, the scene wherein
Surpanakha implores Ravana to enact revenge on
Rama and Lakshmana is given a comedic rendering;
the audience, as a result, laughed at her complaint
instead of empathising with her. It is chiefly the
manipulation and dialogue-delivery that make
Surpanakha a source of comic relief. Aditi feels that
the depiction of Surpankha in the puppet hints of

Anurupa Roy’s–especially her work with Japanese
Bunraku puppets. With regard to the content – she
was more interested in the Mahabharata than the
Ramayana; in fact, she toyed with the idea of telling
the story of Togalu-version of Shakuni. However, two
experiences motivated her to devote her second
week at the Masterclass to Ramayana’s Surpanakha
instead.
During his session on older jamkatbaavli and ekpat
puppets, Gundujura shared a puppet of Surpanakha
in which she was depicted naked–rather, “graphically

her sexual assault (which she described as brutal

naked”, as Aditi describes it. Surpanakha’s cut

sexualised punishment) by Rama and Lakshmana –

breasts are exposed, her vagina is also red and

her exposed vagina, her cut nose, and her cut breasts

exposed and her weapons are gone–this puppet is

tell a story that is not directly being addressed in the

used in a scene which follows her assault by Rama

performance. In response to the laughter shared by

and Lakshmana. In a later conversation, Aditi clarified

the audience, Aditi’s project became an attempt to

to me that it was the ‘strippedness’ of the character

unveil what she feels truly happened to Surpanakha

that struck her. This was the first experience that

- in some ways, expose the sub-text in the puppet.

brought her closer to her ultimate project. The next

Gender was a strong theme in her work as a student

6
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– and her work has remained socially-engaged since.

feeling that she needs to exorcise – a disgust she

Her project aims to depict the assault of Surpanakha

needs to express. Collaboration, she feels, brings

with a filmed sequence of puppets that she developed

together two – possibly opposing – world views,

specifically for this purpose – the puppets cut into

whose difference makes the resulting work richer

video-footage of the performance that took place in

and more complex. The process calls upon both

Mussourie. In the shadow puppet sequence that she

artists to question themselves; in this project, she is

is developing, depicting Surpanakha’s own sexuality

expressing her discomfort but not questioning it. It

and desire are very important –the demonization of

would be very difficult for her to view the Surpanakha

the character, she feels, is in some way closely linked

narrative differently from how she is now – but she

to society’s demonization of powerful women and

sees real value in the openness that a teacher like

their desire. This project was fleshed out through

Gunduraju brings to the table.

discussion with Gunduraju on the various narratives
associated with the character–interestingly, this

And Adaptation?

discussion was brought to life through a discussion

Adaptation of a form, she says, requires you to break

on the various jamkatbaavli and ekpat puppets used

form – simply animating a puppet is not adaptation.

in that episode.
Since dialogue has been such an important part of the
process, would you call your project collaboration? I
ask her.
No, she responds – her project is a reaction. It is a

Documentation as Exploration
Vinay Chandra is a light designer and actor from
Bangalore. At the workshop, he was in the unique
position of being both a Kannada-speaker and wellacquainted with Togalu Gombeyatta as well as other
traditional arts that are practised in Karnataka.
During our interview he commented that he would
have ordinarily chosen an artistic response to Togalu
Gombeyatta or found a way to use its technique–in
fact, he is already thinking of how it can be used in his
work as an experiential learning trainer. However, as a
personal challenge, he chose to document songs from
the Ramayana, instead. Documentation is something
that he had never attempted before, and felt that the
workshop presented an opportunity. As an artist, he

7

was interested in the exaggerated singing style and
8

very important to him – other artists and researchers,

dialogue delivery of Togalu Gombeyatta – he found

he feels, often attempt to change these practices

it quite similar to puranica nataka which is practised

where intervention is not necessary. In the interest

in the same region. The documentation served as

of longevity, new content (for example, awareness

a means to explore and expose himself to these

programmes for the government and NGOs) is

songs, whilst recording them for future reference.

introduced which may not suit the traditional form

Togalu Gombeyatta, like so many other performance

at all – as a result, the quality of creative expression

traditions, inherently defies containment – its ‘story-

suffers.

within-a-story’ structure makes it difficult to meet
the linear demands of standard documentation

Conclusion

practices. It was important to communicate this

Whilst their projects are very different from one

quality to the imagined audience of this archive.

another, interviewees seemed to feel reluctant to

This made the conversation between Gunduraju

experiment with Togalu Gombeyatta at their present

and Vinay, during which they selected songs from

levels of knowledge. The question then emerges of

the Ramayana that would be recorded in Mussourie

whether the development of a project should be

itself, an important piece of the final documentation

part of pedagogy for the transmission of knowledge

product. It is worthy of note, however, that during

from a traditional art form, at all. Should the entire

the recordings they had to alter this selection as

Masterclass be devoted to learning technique?

Gunduraju felt that some songs simply could not be

Would that be more valuable for their practice?

sung without others.
The prioritisation of Gunduraju’s own perspective
on what must be recorded is an important aspect
of this project and reveals that it was guided
not by a theoretical framework but Vinay’s own
understanding of the traditional arts. For Vinay, and
he has emphasized this in several ways during my
interview with him, Togalu Gombeyatta belongs to the
community that practices it. Whilst he is not against
adaptation of the form, he believes that should only
come from them. It is here that the question of
responsibility towards a traditional form becomes

8

I posed this as a question to participants at the
workshop, with mixed responses.
For Aditi, reacting and responding to Togalu
Gombeyatta is in the spirit of the medium – she
doesn’t see it as a passive medium. It demands a lot
from both audience and the performer. The project
is a way to respect the individuality of participants
and acknowledge their role in the workshop space.
This, she feels, is made possible by a teacher
like Gunduraju–for whom experimentation is not
frightening. Vinay, too, felt that a project was a way

Sutradhar
to encourage engagement – but he felt that there

Gunduraju may be extremely open to such creative

should have been a few more days oriented only

engagement with his form – be they projects or the

towards Togalu Gombeyatta before project-work

Masterclass itself - other members of his community

began. Ruchi remains undecided, as she is still hungry

may not be.

to learn more – thus far she feels that she has only
had a faint glimpse of the form. She refers to this as
an outline. For Partha Pratim Paul, who was the only
puppeteer at the workshop, the project was critical
as it gave him time to apply what he had learnt during
the phase of transmission to actualise ideas that he
entered

the

workshop

with. Deeply impressed
by the composition of
jamkatbaavli

puppets,

Partha used this technique
to create puppets that
he intends to use in
his production of Veer

Taking off from this point, I would like to propose
some questions for discussion with regard to the
engagement of the Masterclass vis-a-vis the rest
of the community that practices this form. If the
ultimate goal for this exercise is the development of
a school which prioritises

Togalu Gombeyatta belongs to the
community that practices it. Whilst
he is not against adaptation of the
form, he believes that should only
come from them. It is here that the
question of responsibility towards
a traditional form becomes very
important

Purush, the short story
of Rabindranath Tagore.
Partha was also one of the few interviewees who
strongly asserted his view that one must not fear
change in the traditional arts as every art form must
find a way to be valuable to its audience, in some
way. This value also extends to its ability to create
livelihood, which will make it possible for others to
practice the form in the future.

traditional

Indian

practices, is it important
to

dialogue

community

with
members

about this process? Is
there, then, a paradox
inherent in the choice of
‘Masterclass’ format for
an art form that a group of

people stake claim to? On the other hand - if it seeks
to prioritise Masters from each practice, how will
that alter the relationship of the organiser with the
rest of the community? As spaces like Unima India
and the Masterclass open up new networks and
opportunities for artists that have otherwise been
outside of them, is there value in involving other
members of the community? If so, how can they be

In this context of livelihood and experimentation,

included in the vision of the school? If not, how does

a critical point was raised by Vinay; he brought my

that affect the teaching process, as well as dialogue

conversation with him on collaboration back to the

around shared knowledge and oral tradition in the

question of community. He commented that while

classroom?

9

Much of the fear expressed at the Masterclass around
10

such questions are valuable because they foreground

tampering with traditional form does not seem to

issues of power and patronage.

come from just losing technique and knowledge
but also the fear of imposing change on an art from
which a group of people draw a strong sense of
identity. These questions are extremely relevant in
the context of power and patronage . On the other
hand, such apprehension in extreme may discourage
genuine artistic growth as well as the introduction
of new techniques that could be valuable (as Partha
mentioned in his interview) to both performers and
the audience.
While this dilemma may never be fully resolved and
no solution will be without problems, addressing
it whilst developing models of transmission and
engagement within the context of an imagined
puppet school in India is important.
Roma Chatterji in her book ‘Speaking with Pictures’
comments: Apart from a somewhat uncritical
acceptance of the category of ‘community’ which
would disallow any consideration of folk art being
an emergent phenomenon and a narrow view
of ownership, the point of view implied by this
question forecloses the possibility of inter-textual
communication that may lead to the creation of
hybrid forms. Ideas of hybridity and inter-textuality
tend to be associated with the realm of high culture
and metropolitan art while folk art and culture
remains within the sphere of authenticity and of
tradition (Spielmann and Bolter 2006). However

10
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Gundu Raju - ji the Togalu Gombeyatta
Master

It has taken me 30 years to become a puppeteer. The

performer is one who could nuance a scene with

path was very arduous. Almost first ten years of my

modulation of voice while singing an improvisation

training by my father consisted of memorizing the

of dialogues for the character in that scene. “So

songs. The practice was rigorous. I had to repeat after

what did the puppets do?” I ask. “They enact on the

him during a performance with a loud voice even till

songs on the screen”. “Unless you know the songs

late in the night. My mother knew all the lines as it is

by heart you can’t even begin to perform Togalu.”

the case with most of the women in our community

He mentions how he used to join his father on horse

as they repeat the refrain during performances.

back in his annual Togalu shows to the 58 villages

I was not even given the permission to say dialogues
for a long time. My father said dialogue and songs
are the most important aspects of a performance in
a village. The audience already knows the epic. So
they are not coming for the story! The test of a good

of their Dayad in 1970’s. The performance calendar
usually began in the month soon after harvesting
was over (November-December) and ended before
summer set in (March - April). The shows used to be
held in the courtyard of an eminent household of the

village or else in a ground next to the village temple.
12

our patrons such as Patels and Shanbags lost out

The show went on for nights at times depending on

power in this new mode of administration and fled

the amount of money, paddy or other articles that

the villages to settle in the cities seeking greener

they presumed they would receive.

pastures.”

Chances of getting such remunerations were higher

Each extended family had a Dayad of its own and

in these months. “We also had village patrons who

at times it was traded by the families within the

commissioned us to make new puppets based on

community for a price. This is how we came to be

the characters of their choice.” This commissioning

called Dayadkar. It is a Marathi word. We speak a

happened either by them giving leather of a deer

dialect (Kannada interspersed with Marathi words)

or later a goat or by payment of money to procure

like Dayadkars everywhere in the country. Where

one. The puppeteer took his time to clean the

ever they are, they speak the local languages with

leather, make designs on it, cut it, paint it in various

vestiges of Marathi. “Starting out from Maharashtra

colours and fixed a bamboo stick to make it ready

region, our community has spread out over regions of

for performance. They at times even wrote the

present day Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,

name and village of the patron along with the year

Kerala and Odisha practicing shadow puppetry. Then

of commissioning at the bottom of the puppet as

there was no such political demarcation of states.

a permanent marker. During the next year’s annual

We went wherever Maratha rulers went.”

show, they would proudly present the puppet during
a show that would commemorate this important
addition to his puppet repertoire and sing praises

Drawing parallels with the experience of Shadow
Puppeteers from Odisha, Gunduraju says:

for the patron. It helped the patron in elevating his

“Wherever city dweller Brahmins have come for

social status in his own village as well as the ones in

development measures, they create institutions

his neighbourhood as the puppeteer would do the

to preserve and promote the art. Soon one can

same there too. In return it helped the puppeteer

see, they are getting shows, invitations and funds

community to reinforce the patron ship thus secure

for development. We traditional practitioners are

his family’s Dayad for future. “But those years were

reduced to work under them and these new patrons

the most difficult times for our community. Our

decide the future course of action in the tradition.”

Patrons in the villages were the officials of erstwhile

However there was a break in this practice of going

kingdoms before the Indian independence. When

out performing in their Dayads. And later when they

Congress came such structures were broken and

wanted to revive it in the 1990’s, it was too late to

rulers were decided through elections. Many of

reconnect. The old patrons had passed on and the

12
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new lady (the daughter-i-law in the household who

by traditional puppeteers across Karnataka in 1970’s.

became the new ladyship) had no personal contact,

Many came to buy in the garb of preserving the

no knowledge of her household’s patronage to us.

puppets better.But who knows what happened to

She resisted giving us remuneration and humiliated

them?

us in case someone insisted. Gunduraju says that
the Dayad of his own family continued because of
the visionary work by his father who continued
performing in his Dayad villages despite dwindling
patronage. Thus when there was a resurgence of
interest in Togalu Gombeyatta in the 1990’s he could
pick up the threads of patron performances in the
villages and continue. “I go to my 58 Dayad villages
every year and perform even today. But many of

Gunduraju insists that “Even today, the new modes
of entertainment such as Radio and Cinema offer
little competition. A live show in their own village,
in which the performer brings in incidents from
the immediate neighbourhood and contemporizes
mythical characters so skillfully whether from
Ramayan or Mahabharat- with comic interludes for
entertainment makes it a special experience”.

my relatives could not do it and still continue with
abject poverty.” He also mentions with sadness, the
rampant distress selling of family held old puppets

13
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The Master Class Experience and
some Reflections
By Shankhajeet Dey

Savitri Villa
14

making your film on Ravana Chhaya.” I happened

Mussourie

to have just finished a long documentary film on

1st – 15th June 2014

Ravana Chhaya, the shadow puppetry tradition

Prologue

of Odisha. I was recuperating in Delhi from my

Willing suspension of disbelief, this is the premise

over two years of intensive engagement with this

upon which the magic of puppetry manifests.

tradition and practitioners. “We are organising a

Puppetry is about animating inanimate objects and

Master class on Togalu Gombeyatta, the shadow

matters in a manner so as they begin to represent

puppetry tradition of Karnataka from 1st to 15th of

something or somebody else in the viewers mind.

June in Mussourie.” It is the first in the series of

This process of bringing alive different characters

Master classes that they are planning to organize

and props is quite a complex process depending on

though UNIMA – INDIA of which she currently

the design and built of the puppet, dexterity in the

holds the position of secretary. She invites me to

manipulator called the puppeteer, music, dialogue

participate in this class and observe and document

and the created scenario in which the puppets

the process. Delhi is oppressively hot around this

move. But encompassing the art of puppetry only

time of the year. Besides that I needed another

within these parameters can be simplistic and

engagement to beat my blues. I readily jumped on

misleading. The world of Puppetry includes the

this proposition.

stories it tells, the people who practice this art and

“I am neither an academic nor a puppeteer, in which

the people who watch this. It is a culture specific

way you think I might document the process.” I

performing art practice that thrives within its

asked claiming caveat at the very onset. Anurupa

geography and culturespace; constantly evolving,

was very clear in her expectation. “Enough of

developing and surviving. And at times it attempts

ethnographic material on traditional puppetry!

to transcend this very ethnoscape to reach out to

That has been done sufficiently by Sangeet Natak

new practitioners and audiences. The master class

Akademi and Folklore Departments. It gives good

at Savitri Villa, Mussourie held was an insightful

insight into the performing communities, puppets

experience for me to see this attempt taking place.

and narratives. But we are practitioners and would
now like to see discussion and documentation

The preparation

of puppetry practice in India.” UNIMA-INDIA

“Are you in Delhi?” asked Anurupa Roy a puppeteer

has been mulling over the idea of a school for

friend who runs Kat Katha Puppet theatre group

puppetry in India. I am quite amused by her grand

in Delhi. “Oh I though you are still in Odisha busy

plan but curious to know where does she fit me
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in this scheme. She elaborates her reasons further.

choosing styles and technique to create according

Schools, centers and academies for puppetry have

to free will and creativity of the puppeteer. My

been established in Europe for quite some time

film making engagement with Ravana Chhaya and

now. They have developed pedagogies for teaching

hence the research gave me insight into the way

skills and techniques in puppetry. They have been

the puppeteers are grappling with changes in the

fine- tuned over years of practice and application.

tastes of the audience and more importantly the

Why re invent the wheel? It would be smarter to

way developmental measures have affected it.

integrate those in the curriculum.

Especially the way the State has tried to define the

I had my experience with making a documentary

practice as a folk tradition of the culture it is forced

film dealing on the subject of modern Puppetry

to represent. The inability of the practitioners to

learning by few teenagers under the Master

quickly adapt to these forces has led to the notion

Puppeteer Dadi Pudumjee a few years ago. So I

held by people from non-traditional background

retort that the European subcontinent has been

that traditional puppetry practices are rigid, often

the playground of Modern Puppetry and it is about

steeped with codes, conventions and styles- a

breaking norms and exploring the freedom of

deterrent for free willed puppet artists of today.
“Why do you want traditional puppetry to be
integrated to your curriculum?” I ask. She says “but
without it there cannot be a truly Indian school
of Puppetry .” Now I see what she expects out of
me. But just to bring my perspective to the table
more clearly I say “I am keen on making a detailed
observation of how the process of learning takes
place when a traditional practitioner interacts with
learners from non-traditional back ground.” I also
add that my observations and ensuing report may
not be all panegyric in its content regarding this
masterclass.” So be it” Anurupa said to finalise the
project.
Soon after I rush to the Library of Sangeet Natak
Akademi, Delhi; just to make myself familiar with
the form, its background. There were two books
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which have me immense insight into the subject.
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cabs – 7 people. Boots are packed with master

“Karnataka Puppetry“ by Prof. S. A. Kishanaiah,

class material spilling over to passenger seats. I am

Regional Resources Centre for Folk Performing

lucky to get to travel with Gunduraju, the Master

Arts, Udupi, Karnataka published in 1988 is a detailed

with which this masterclass on Togalu Gombeyatta

anthropological

account

of

the Killekyatha or Sillekyatha
community

that

practices

Togalu Gombeyatta. The book
maps out the geographical
area in the state of Karnataka
where

the

community

practiced this shadow play.
It also enumerates the two

We start from Delhi early
morning on Saturday 14th June.
Its a long journey – almost 10
hours. Three cabs – 7 people.
Boots are packed with master
class material spilling over to
passenger seats. I am lucky to
get to travel with Gunduraju,
the Master

broad styles of puppets that is

is going to take place. He is
travelling with his son-inlaw Madhu who will help
in in puppet making and
performance.

Gunduraju

is from Hassan district. He
belongs to a family of shadow
puppeteers from Karnataka.
He says their community
called “Dayadkar“. I ask him

practiced by the community in the area along with

about “Killekyatha” and “Sillekyatha”. He says that

antecedents of oft used narratives, community’s

is a name of one of the comic stock characters

origin myth, linguistic uniqueness and ways of

who used to bring in comic relief during a show.

dividing performance territories. The other book

Besides that “Killekyatha” along with his wife

was “Karnataka Leather Puppetry” written by:

“Bangarakka“ contextualised the used grand

M.S.Nanjunda Rao, edited by S.N.Chandrashekar; a

narratives of Ramayana and Mahabharata in the

Karnataka Chitrakala Parishat publication of 2000.

immediate sociocultural context of the village

It is a sheer visual delight to flip through this coffee

where the performance took place. He said

table book which familiarized me with this highly

Killekyatha in Kannada means a funny person and

stylized form,its design, use of colour and different

was used pejoratively by others to address them

kinds of Togalu Puppets. A word with my mentor

that signified their lowly caste status. “We call

Dadi Pudumjee who has guided me in my sojourns

ourselves Dayadkars. The cluster of villages that

in Puppetry helped me develop some mental

we traditionally held as our performance territory

framework before I joined the Master class.

is called Dayad.” Each extended family had Dayad

The Journey

of its own and at times it was traded by the families

We start from Delhi early morning on Saturday 14th

within the community for a price. Thus they called

June. Its a long journey – almost 10 hours. Three

themselves Dayadkar. It is a Marathi word. They
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speak Kannada dialect interspersed with Marathi

are reduced to work under them and these new

words. He says that same is the case with Dayadkars

patrons decide the future course of action in the

everywhere. Where they are, they speak the local

tradition.”

languages with vestiges of Marathi. “Starting out

He also mentions the rampant distress selling of

from Maharashtra region, our community has

family held old puppets by traditional puppeteers

spread out over regions of present day Karnataka,

across Karnataka by 1970’s. Many came to buy in the

Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Odisha

garb of preserving the puppets better as mandated

practicing shadow puppetry. Then there was no such

by the state. The puppeteers too believed in such

political demarcation of states. We went wherever

an initiative by the state. He described how later

Maratha rulers went.” I mention of the Bhata

the community got to know that the puppets were

Community in central Odisha, who traditionally

actually traded in the international markets to be

performed Ravana Chhaya, the Shadow puppetry

procured at high rates by Museums and private

of Odisha, speak local dialect of Odiya. They have

collectors. Same was also the case in the domestic

no memory of any Marathi antecedent barring one

scenario too. Many institutions collected puppets,

point that their history in Odisha is of 300 years.

researched and documented the traditions.

This broadly coincides with the advent of Maratha

But when one went to look at the puppets, the

rulers in 18th century to Odisha region where

puppeteers were themselves restricted from

they ruled for 8 decades before it came under

accessing them.

British Suzerainty. I narrated to him how by the

The road slowly moves from the hot dry Doab plains

1970’s, Bhata’s of Odisha were left out of the state’s

to the Tarai jungles. Gunduraju mentions how he

patronage in its effort to preserve and promote

used to join his father on horse backs in his annual

this folk art. Gunduraju reflects that there is a

Togalu shows to the 58 villages of their Dayad in 1970’s.

similar experience in the traditions of other states

The performance calendar usually began in the

too. “Wherever City dweller Brahmins have come

month soon after harvesting was over(November-

for development measures,
they create institutions to
preserve and promote the
art. Soon one can see, they
are getting shows, invitations
and funds for development.
We traditional practitioners

December) and ended

The road slowly moves from the hot
dry Doab plains to the Tarai jungles.
Gunduraju mentions how he used
to join his father on horse backs in
his annual Togalu shows to the 58
villages of their Dayad in 1970’s.

before summer set in
(March - April). The
shows used to be held
in the courtyard of a
eminent household of
the village or else in
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ground next to the village temple. The show went
18

independence. As Congress came such structures

on for nights at times depending on the amount of

were broken and rulers were decided through

money, paddy or other articles that they presumed

elections. Many of our patrons such as Patels

they would receive. Chances of getting such

and Shanbags lost out power in this new mode of

remunerations were higher

administration and fled

in these months.

the village to settle in the

“We also had village patrons

cities

who

us

pastures . Those years

making new puppets based

were the most difficult

on the characters of their

times for our community.”

choice.” This commissioning

Then came new modes

happened either by them

of

giving leather of a deer or

as Radio and film shows

commissioned

seeking

greener

entertainment

such

later a goat or by payment of money to procure

.But a live show of Ramayana and Mahabharata in

one. The puppeteer took his time to clean the

their own village, in which the performer brought

leather, draw on it, cut it, paint it and finally fix a

in incidents from their immediate neighbourhood

bamboo stick to make it ready for performance.

and contemporarised mythical characters through

They at times wrote the name and village of the

allusions of local people and real incidents through

patron along with the year of commissioning at

comical interludes always held its own charm.

the bottom of the puppet as a permanent marker.

“These TV, Cinema and radio can never match

During the next year’s annual show, they would

the power of our Togalu. Even today whenever we

proudly present the puppet and sing praises of the

perform in the villages we have people flocking

patron, to commemorate this important addition

till late in the night. The biggest ever blow to us

to his puppet repertoire. It helped the patron in

was the loss of our old patrons. And many of his

elevating his own social status in his own village

relatives stopped going out performing in their

as well as the ones in his neighbourhood as the

Dayads. And later when they wanted to revive it

puppeteer would do the same there too. In return

in the 1990’s, it was too late to reconnect. The old

it helped the puppeteer community to reinforce

man and his wife had died and the new lady (the

the patronship thus secure his family’s Dayad

daughter-i-law in the household who became the

for future. “Our Patrons in the villages were the

new ladyship) had no knowledge of us and her own

officials of erstwhile kingdoms before the Indian

household’s patronage to us. She resisted giving us
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remuneration and humiliated us in case someone

wondered who is going to learn from whom.

insisted. Gunduraju says that the Dayad of his own

We got inside this charming villa made in the 1940’s.

family continued because of the visionary work

Situated on the edge of a hillock within the main

done by his father who continued performing in

town very near to the mall road, the place still

his Dayad villages despite dwindling patronage.

carries the old world charm. While the rumblings of

Thus when there was a resurgence in interest in

the crowd in the mall road and a newly developed

Togalu Gombeyatta in the 1990’s he could pick up

commercial car parking make the front courtyard

the threads of patron performances in the villages

noisy, the backyard gives fantastic view of the

and continue. “I go to my 58 Dayad villages every

Camel back hillock, the rope way and mountains in

year and perform even today. But many of my

faraway horizon. The rooms are spacious and each

relatives could not do it and still continue with

of them have four doors leading to adjacent rooms.

abject poverty.”

The dining and drawing room is a big hall separated

The car starts meandering through the hill tracts.

by a thick wall which has fire places built in both

The air becomes cooler and crisper. Excited by

the sides. This is going to be the place where most

the new visuals of the hills through the car window

of the action is going to take place during this

Gunduraju takes out his digital camera from his

master class.

bag and starts taking pictures. Despite traffic

The Master Class

bottlenecks that are ever present while getting into

The first day had all the signs of a hectic workshop

any hill station during summer months, we at last

that is going to unfold in the next two weeks. All

reached the Savitri Villa of Mussorie. Gunduraju

participants arrived the day before and have

finally reveals the reason for his warmth towards

settled in the spacious rooms of Savitri Villa. There

me and the eagerness with which he shared so

are nine of them from diverse backgrounds; three

much information in such a short time. “Angry with

animators, one puppeteer, three from theatre, one

my community’s humiliation and lack of respect

art teacher and one puppet enthusiast. There are

for our art, I fought with my father and went to

three mentors and two documenters, Mahesh and I.

Bangalore to work. Having proficiency in artistic

Ranjana Pandey, a senior puppeteer who is serving

things I landed in there in film industry. I respect

as the President of UNIMA - India and a senior

the directors a lot as they think a lot and creatively

mentor here started the workshop by introducing

visualise things for shooting. You are a director and

Gunduraju and his background. Everyone else

have made a film on Ravana Chhaya in Odisha. I

introduced themselves. Anurupa detailed out the

will learn a lot from you during our stay here”. I

workshop schedule for the next two weeks. “We
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want you all to have an immersive experience” She
22

is a family held community occupation. Learning

ended her statement.

happens by the younger generation through

The workshop was broadly broken into two

apprenticeship from a very early age. They are

segments of equal duration. First week is for

made to join the senior members in their annual

learning Togalu with Gunduraju and the second is

performance sojourns. They have to do odd jobs

dedicated for each participant to create something

like keeping the musical meter, arranging puppets

under the guidance of the Master. The workshop

in an order to handover to the main puppeteer

was well planned thus things moved smoothly. The

during a performance, erecting the shadow screen,

Participants were eager to engage and Gunduraju

etcetera. Slowly they are given minor roles in the

was every ready to share. Able but quiet

performance. Gunduraju mentioned his travels with

administration by Ranjana brought alive Savitri villa

his father and how he learnt performance through

to a residency where creative juices flowed day

years of experience. Thus a traditional performer

and night. The fortnight passed so quickly.

does not learn through any school and class room

From

here,

in

based pedagogy.

the rest of this

In this process

document, I would

the learning could

discuss

be

some

completely

issues that I felt to

internalised

be pertinent in a

and

situation when a

p e r former

tradition

might not be in

with

interacts

non-tradition

a

thus

situation

the

to

background. These

transfer all his/

take

her

primary

learning

in

position in the list of importance especially when

a classroom situation. Thus a master needs to be

the interaction happens to be premeditated with a

coaxed to reflect upon his/her own learning and

“school” in mind.

distill that into some structure and a flow. This has

The Master

to be done as a preparation for the Master class.

The most crucial feature is to identify the right

Besides the actual practical learning, interactions

master from the traditional background. Togalu

that help participants develop a mental framework

Gombeyatta like most of the traditional art forms

of the tradition have to be catalysed. The Master
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must help the participants to join the dots of

the world of Togalu Gombeyatta. Gunduraju

their experiential learnings. Secondly the Master

belongs to the Chikka sect of Togalu Gombeyatta.

needs to be made sensitive to the need of the

Then there are different kinds of puppets such

participants. In most cases participants will be from

as

an urban background who have been conditioned

Hath phirothali(jointed). Each family in Chikka

by their experience in schooling. Invariably, their

Gombeyatta uses a specific mix of these puppets

expectation of finishing the learning curve would

in their performances. Gunduraju, his puppet

be much shorter than that of the master.

repertoire and his performance is unique in the

Jamghat(Composite),

Ekpat(Single)

and

Crossing the bridge

world

“It

Gombeyatta.

took

years

to

me

30

become

of

Togalu

The participants

a puppeteer” said

prepared

Gunduraju. At most

from fresh goat skin,

the

participants

stretching it and

can only be made

drying it. This was

sensitive

followed by making

to

such

leather

modes of learning

personal

within

community

pens, drawing on

held art practices.

the leather with this

bamboo

Togalu Gombeyatta has its own world. It has

tool, colouring and cutting the puppets and then

evolved over centuries of practice with variations

perforating a pattern, all under the able guidance

in style, narrative, puppets. And that is why

of Gunduraju and his son-in-law Madhu. But by

this world is so delectable in its variation and

learning all these skills, does it mean that one has

techniques for a connoisseur. Each aspect is so rich

learnt all that one needs to learn?

in its elements that participants may consider such

“Learning Togalu from Gunduraju does not mean

interactions as” learning” Togalu Gomebeyatta per

that one knows the world of Togalu as he is not

se. Vidyun Sabhaney, one of the mentors who had

representative of the entire community” said

conducted research through field trips presented

Viduyn.

a session on her understanding of this world. The

The aural Togalu Gombeyatta

difference between Dodda (Life size puppets)

Like in Ravana Chhaya, the soul of Togalu

and Chikka (Small Puppets) is a key marker within

Gombeyatta is the oral narratives it plays out.
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Its musicality
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is crucial to a performance thus

performances hosted and promoted by the State.

learning of the dialogue and songs for a performer.

The urban audience was more taken by the visual

Gunduraju said” almost first ten years of

my

spectacle , while the traditional audience in its own

apprenticeship, my father helped me memorize

culturescape was seeking excitement in exploration

the songs. The practice was rigorous. I had to

of emotion in the oral narrative of the performer.

repeat after him during a performance in a

Such was the case in this master class also.

loud voice even till late in the night. My mother

“Language is the problem” became the main

knew all the lines (like most of the women in our

concern, distancing participants from the power

community) as she would repeat the songs during

of the narrative. In Togalu Gombeyatta, the song

performances. I was not even given the permission

and dialogue catalyse the image and vice versa,

to say dialogues for a long time. He said; dialogue

therefore image and word are far more integrated

and songs are the most important aspects of a

in this form said Vidyun. Vinay a participant who

performance in a village. The audience already

hails from Bangalore was much at ease with

knows the epic thoroughly. The charm and

learning the emotions of Ravana during a scene

strength of a good performer is, that he knows all

form Mahabharata which participants had to

the nuances of a scene. His voice modulation and

practice as a part of learning. His manipulation of

singing of improvisation of dialogues would etch

the Ravana puppet was effortless. He along with

out emotional, moral and ethical preoccupations

Gunduraju helped his other co-participants Ruchi

of each character in that scene. “So what did the

and Partho to translate the dialogues of Mandodari,

puppets do?” I ask. He said- They would illustrate

Indrajit and Sulochana from Kannada to Hindi and

the words, play out the events and showcase the

Bengali. The scene enacted by them was quite a

emotions in the song. “Unless you know the songs

hit amongst fellow participants and audience when

by heart you can’t even begin to perform Togalu.”

they performed on the 7th day.

As it has happened with Ravana Chhaya, whenever

How does one bridge this gap between two modes

such traditional performances are brought out

of learning is an area that needs be looked into.

of its own culturescape, the visual aspect of the

World within the words

tradition takes over. This turns the dynamics within

The world of Togalu Gombeyatta is dependent

the performers upside down. The orator takes the

upon the oral narratives of Mahabharata and

back seat while the manipulator takes over. This

Ramayana. These are Kannada versions of these

has happened each time traditional performers

grand epics which have many elements, scenes

faced new audiences (urban audiences) at

and sub stories
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unique to it. The Dayadkars
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take liberties to select relevant sections from

grand epics as stars in the night sky. The entire epic

this pool of stories and tailor their performance

could be narrated through the perspective of each

to the specific village, situation and mood of the

character. He narrated many stories and variations

audience. The Ramayana or Mahabharata still looks

which were utterly new to many participants having

relevant as the audience knows the story and yet

grown up in their version of these epics specific

appreciates the talent of the performer for making

to their own cultural upbringing. It became very

it special. Thus each Togalu performance is unique

clear that there are many ‘Indias’ existing within

depending on when and where it was performed.

the present day nation of India. While each had a

“Narrative is the soul of Togalu. In the master class

common and overall understanding of Ramayana

we need to give enough stress on this aspect”

and Mahabharata with a fixed beginning, middle

said Aunurupa in Delhi while we were discussing

and end; each culture-space had its own nuanced

the content. Spending time with Gunduraju in the

version of these epics, culturally suitable to its own.

evenings in Savitri Villa veranda was an experience

“How much is it relevant to know all these versions

that every one would find hard to recollect in

and strands”

totality. He had as many sub stories within these

crucial” he said “unless you know all these stories

I asked Gunduraju. “Absolutely

how would you make a performance unique”. In
villages when one needs to perform a scene such
as Indrajit Kalaga (Killing of Indrajit from Ramayana)
or Abhimanyu Kalaga (Killing of Abhmanyu in
Mahabharata) for an entire night, one must know
enough stories to pull through the performance for
over six hours. One needs to tell it from different
character’s perspective so that it satisfies the need
of diverse audience such as older people, men,
women, teenagers and children. “As a performer
you need to bring alive these epics within you, there
is a world within these words” said Gunduraju. And
this can only happen when you know these many
strands of stories and more. Else you will run out of
stories while performing.
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Animated
puppets
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desperately trying to emulate the Disney style of

Puppets represent characters of the story, be it

animation which is all about reaching real in terms

human, animal or even objects. Each of them have

of its detailing and movement. In India one does

something to say, some role to perform, to take

not see all parts of the body move in its muscular

the story forward. “Animation films as a discipline

movement. If a horse stops after running, one need

borrows heavily from Puppetry” said Atul, a

not show every strand of hair in horse tail move to

participant who teaches animation “in fact the

stop. If a horse stops - so be it; the way characters

early animation films were made with puppets”.

move in Togalu Gombeyatta”.

He showed the short animation video made by Gul

Guduraju was impressed with the dedication and

Ramani, a Germany based artist from Indian origin.

hard work the participants put in the process. He

He collaborated with Tolu Bommalatta performers

confided in me “May be this is the future of Togalu.

(Shadow Puppetry tradition of Andhra Pradesh)

Look at the way these people are working and eager

to make a case how one can integrate these

to learn from me. The youth of my community are

two techniques and create fascinating videos.

happy with learning two - three scenes”

Gunduraju was clearly fascinated by the process

The Projects

of animation film making. The make shift back - lit

On the 7th day all participants were asked to

table top created Atul, Partho, Sidharth, Aditi and

perform one scene from Togalu Gombeyatta. Nine

Shilpa in one room became the laboratory for

participants were divided into three groups of

all animation experimentations. Gundaraju with

three. After discussions with Gunduraju scenes

his past experience in cinema was aware of the

were selected. The participants rehearsed for

slow pace of progress in film making. He found

three days while each designing, colouring and

animation film making even slower than live action

cutting one puppet of their choice. Of course it

film making. He helped them make miniature

took longer than they had expected. Few were

versions of puppets to fit the back lit screen while

able to complete their puppets. To perform we

keeping size and aspect ratio similar. When he

borrowed from Gunduraju’s puppet collection.

saw recordings of it and short clips of animated

Madhu and Gunduraju had to play many roles in

video, he was simply mesmerised. “India has such

each of the performances. Some needed them to

fascinating methods of visual story telling. The

sing the songs, some to only supply the puppets

beauty lies in its minimal rendition of imagery and

and some to play the Harmonium and Tabla.

manipulation.” Said Shilpa an animation film maker

Ranjana had invited some local people as audience

and teacher “Animation film industry in India is

to motivate and challenge the participants. The
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shows were well received. The audience clapping

puppets on an overhead projector.

was testimony to that. “The best way to internalise

Aditi, an animator was keen on exploring the

an art form is to practice it. You get the perspective

visual representation of Soorpanaka in Ramayana

of a performer that that make you understand it’s

narrative and the way her character was explored

nitty gritiies” said Ranjana. Gudnuraju beamed like

in Togalu Gombeyatta performance through

a proud teacher having talented pupils.

puppet and narrative. She wanted to include

The second stage of the master class.

animation and live action reaction of the audience

Each of the participants were asked to come

that laughs at her character when she is mutilated

up with a performance idea. The parameters

so violently by Rama and Lakshmana. Vinay wanted

were simple “The performance has to adhere

to document oral narratives of Togalu which he

to Togalu Gombeyatta, be it in style, narrative,

felt that many Kannada speaking people like him

aesthetics” laid forward by Anurupa. Ranjana,

didn’t know of. He felt the need to document them

Vidyun and Anurupa were mentors who will help

before they are erased from people’s memory

them in developing their idea and Master would

forever. For him it was learning the process of

be Gunduraju who would over -see the projects

documentation of a tradition which is practiced so

as well as give input on Togalu. Each of them

near and yet has remained so far. Siddharth was

discussed their projects which naturally showed

keen on death related performances as well as

influences of their back ground. Partho, puppeteer

rituals in which Togalu Gombeyatta is practiced. He

from Bardhaman wanted to use shadow puppetry

wanted to document the details of performance.

in his upcoming production. So he cut puppets

Ruchi wanted to adapt a Rajasthani story for a

and learnt manipulation under Gunduraju on a

theatre performance where she wanted parts of

overhead projector. Atul’s work showed influence

it to be rendered in shadow puppetry of Togalu

of Gul Ramani. He wanted to create a short video

Gombeyatta style. Vikas wanted to use shadow

of Rama’s Vanvas with Togalu puppet and song bu

puppetry in parts of the object there performance

Gunduraju. Shilpa wanted to create an animation

which can also work as an installation by itself.

video that captured the adventures of 11th century

Seeing all this Gunduraju exclaimed “What all these

Tibetan Budhist monk Milarepa. The puppets and

artist do? I am learning more about their work than

animation was influenced by Togalu. Akanksha, the

perhaps I am giving them. But Togalu Gombeyatta

art teacher wanted to create a project to spread

is unique”

awareness about ‘good touch and bad touch’

Ethics in such interactions

amongst children. She wanted to use paper shadow

On day three Viduyn asked me if I could moderate
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discussion on the ethical issues pertaining to

another part of the world likes it and decides to

dealing traditional art forms by people from non-

use it in his or her own work. What will it be called?

traditional background. While everybody felt that

Inspiration? Appropriation? or Usurpation? Is mere

this subject is very relevant in such interactions,

acknowledgement of the source enough? Can the

no one had a framework to even start discussing

community ask for a share in the monetisation of

it. My experience with Ravana Chhaya had led me

that piece of art which is so influenced by Togalu

to believe that the developmental measures by

Gombeyatta? No one had any clear answer.

state are executed by officials who carry their own

Like most other folk art forms in India, the situation

sense of aesthetics which need not necessarily

of Togalu Gombeyatta is very precarious and

match the requirement of the performers and

delicate due to the loss of traditional patronage.

their livelihood. While this concern was validated

Tradition existed because traditional performers

by Gunduraju during our conversation on the drive

practiced it for centuries. Most of them today live

from Delhi to Mussourie, he had
also mentioned the distress sale
of puppets by performers who
later on realised that the change
of such ownership had led to
a loss of the artistic heritage.

in abject poverty as mentioned

But the proliferation of the
visual culture and global
exchange of ideas and
images in the age of Internet
poses a new challenge.

Today most of these puppets

by Gunduraju. Loss of their
traditional livelihood has forced
them to do all sundry work
to survive. Mere presence of
someone from outside can alter
the delicate balance that they

are displayed in museums and art centers abroad

tread. This very master class is one such scenario.

in monetisation of which they have no share. But

So the question that I tried to raise didn’t have

today the scenario is different. Perhaps such mass

any easy, simple and immediate answer. “Perhaps

purchase of puppets is not possible any more.

sensitivity to such a tenuous issue is all that can be

The reason could be three fold, there not many

done for the moment” said Ranjana “But traditional

puppets left anymore within the community, the

performers must be included in this process. This is

community itself is more aware of the heritage

the only way through which the process of learning

value of the puppets, the buyer today is aware of

and sharing could be made more inclusive.”

ethical dimensions in such straight procurement.

Developing pedagogy

When one takes a picture of a puppet and posts

Now that the first step has been taken, the question

it on the web, it can be seen by any one in any

was should this practice of organising master class

corner of the world. Suppose a designer sitting in

be continued? This was the Question asked on the
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19th July 2014 when all the mentors and documenters

environment would serve an important purpose.

sat together in Delhi to reflect upon the project.

Further training at the school , by the master can be

“Absolutely!” was the answer in chorus. During the

followed .

entire master class proceedings my co-documenter

To create a demand for Puppetry, as well as a better

colleague Mahesh was filming with a lot of enthusiasm.

climate of understanding,It was suggested that

He presented a rough - cut of his video documentation

UNIMA - India may conduct “puppetry appreciation”

for preview. The film carried the collective energy

workshops for media, art critics and art patrons so

of Gunduraju and him which was very infectious

that the present perception on Puppetry in India

during the entire master class. The Video followed

might move on from “a dying art” rhetoric and get

the “story within a story” format, true to the style of

written about for its unique aesthetic dimensions.

Togalu Gombeyatta. After the fond reminiscence of
the days at Savitri Villa that the video had stirred in
all of us, we sat down to recapitulate our learning for
future course of Action. UNIMA - India is planning
more master classes. It was felt that the tenor of
the workshop is hugely dependent on the kind of
Master who takes the class. It
was felt that skill transfer of
a specific style of puppetry is
best suited for participanst
who

are

puppeteers.

The

master class like the one with

Reading some of the seminal work on European
puppet theatre by Henryk Jurkowski, led me to
believe that more critical work and development
of theory around Indian puppetry may be needed
so that it could be included in the curriculum of
the proposed schools. It is not to overlook the

Artists seek their identity in
individual voice and excellence.
Modern puppetry seems to
give enough freedom for an
individual artist to find that.

Gunduraju is best suited for
participants who have interdisciplinary interest. But
for developing the pedagogy for a puppet school,
Anurupa mentioned that the skill set inculcation on
style and technique may be adapted from European

existing body of research
and literature on puppetry
traditions and puppeteers
in India. The master classes
need to be supplemented by
commissioning of developing

such article/journals/books and seminars so that
curriculum is balanced with developing the critical
faculty of the students as much as excellence in
skills.

model. Whereas on the issue of learning traditional

Epilogue

styles of India, the method followed by National

The proposed school on India puppetry is surely

School of Drama, sending a group of students to

a commendable proposition. The task of getting

thehouse of the Master to learn under the traditional

things organised is mammoth and it may take a
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more able and committed puppeteers like

India where most of these communities exist, the

Anurupa and Ranjana at UNIMA - India to work

dynamics of caste based social structure shapes

towards this purpose. However I would like to take

choices. In most cases Puppeteer communities

the opportunity to raise a few pertinent issues

are from a lower caste order which places them

that need to be carefully looked at while creating

in a disadvantageous position. For example when

the framework for it.

I asked Gunduraju, that, today even though he is

Who is this school meant for?

better off than his kith and kin, his sons are not

There is surely more interest in puppetry than ever

keen on learning Togalu? He thought for a while

before in India. The invitations to puppeteers to

and confirmed “What you are saying is right. There

conduct workshops in public schools are testimony

is a caste position attached to our community

towards this point. So the puppet enthusiasts

because of this tradition. We get respect only in

we are going see will be more from urban the

forums of this kind .” His words echoed a similar

centres. For them, puppetry is a

medium for

response I had heard during my filming of Ravana

artistic expression. Traditional forms of puppetry

Chhaya in Odisha. Can a formal training course

are often accused of being rigid about codes

give legitimacy and help a young practitioner

and conventions irreverently because of lack of

from traditional puppeteer community gain some

understanding ,its culture-scape and ethnoscape.

recognition and respect? Can the certificate from

Orality of narratives which is the nerve centre of

the school help him get a job as an art teacher in

traditional puppetry will be of little value for these

a school?

new puppeteers as they would naturally be drawn

After all dealing with tradition is not a simply a

towards its visual and manipulation dimensions.

matter of learning puppet making and manipulation

While one may celebrate the interest in traditional

techniques. It also deals with communities who

puppetry by these young urban

puppeteers,

continue to be vulnerable for the knowledge they

this may just be an attraction for the exotic, rural

possess without the wherewithal to own it. Else

and the ‘other’ . In this scenario how does the

it could just be justifying yet another process of

traditional form of learning sustain itself? What

appropriation and usurpation.

does a school mean for traditional performers?
It is already been a known lament within the folk
art patronage that the younger generation from
traditional puppetry background are not that
interested in learning their art any more. In rural
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Between the Cup and the Lip:Addressing
Gaps Between Discourse, Policy and Practice
of Traditional Puppetry
By Anurupa Roy

Normally, practitioners rarely write about our art.

practices of individual artists will reveal that in many

Today I realize more than ever before the urgent

forms of puppetry the artists have survived in their

need to articulate our practice because there are

traditional contexts, have adapted successfully

huge gaps in the discourses around puppet theatre

and the puppeteers are thriving and the younger

in particular and current art practice in general.

generation continues to practice the art as in the

Also this is my personal response to current

Kathputli tradition of Rajasthan and the Thol Pava

prevalent beliefs about puppet theatre.

Koothu of Kerala.

There are two particular beliefs I want to respond

While some others like Pava Kathakali, (Kerala)

to:

have a successful revival, have managed to get

One - the notion of puppetry being a “dying art”.

new patrons overseas and through regular Govt.

Two - that the art is somehow detached and

subsidies,

separate from the “artist” especially in the

Some forms in Orissa and Bengal are struggling with

traditional context.

keeping their traditional audiences and patrons,
yet others are trying to bring new audiences and

Sadly ,these beliefs form the basis of almost all art

patrons. Tol Bommalatam of Tamilnadu is very close

policy implemented in India and these beliefs are

to extinction mostly because the next generation

held by some puppeteers, most audience and ALL

has chosen not to practice the art and there are

policy makers and implementers.

very few current practitioners. In some cases
like the Tarer Putul tradition of Bengal the group

‘Is the art form dying?’ Journalists, academics, and

sizes and performances have shrunk from mega

the general public have either heard, said, read or

performances to side shows in Jatras.

written this so many times that they have started

However we don’t know. Information has been

to believe that the answer must be Yes, puppetry

gleaned from speaking to fellow puppeteers and

is a dying art form.

the rare researcher. There is an absence of reliable
information. The last census was somewhere in the

I would like to point out that Puppetry is not a

1960s!

monolithic block. There are (on record) 17 living

The 2003 Swarna Jayanti Putul Yatra , the National

generational forms of Puppetry in different parts

Puppet Festival organized by the Sangeet Natak

of India. Besides there are several new groups of

Akademi on the occasion of their 50th anniversary,

puppeteers working with an amalgam of old and

served as a de facto census. But it did not give any

new techniques. A study of the various forms and

idea of the actual number of practitioners in the
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field, or the number of families engaged in each
32

form and its link with the audience. Traditionally the

generational form or their status.

audience was already familiar with the story and

It actually leaves no room for a closer look at

often the songs and dialogues too. The role of the

puppet theatre as an art form with all its dynamism.

puppeteer is more than that of a mere entertainer.
He is the Shaman, healer, story teller, holder of a

The art form and the artist.
The traditional forms have been
passed down from generation to
generation over a few hundred
or even a few thousand years.
Each generation has added

collective history, drawing parallels between the

Can the policy makers and new
patrons take a stand without a
census in the field and reliable
information of the current
status of the forms?

something of its own and

local politics and the epics,
linking

philosophy

and

politics. His deep knowledge
of the oral narrative helps
him to negotiate the space
between the audience and

passed it on, further distilling, refining and adapting

the characters bringing them together skillfully.

it to changing audiences and patrons.

It is him, the carrier of the narrative, and not the

In this context the artist is wedded to his particular

puppets, that are central to the performance.

ethno-cultural-scape which makes him and his art

Often traditional narratives are dismissed as the

special.

‘epics’. This diminishes the depth and unimaginable

But once local patrons are replaced by the state ( as

richness which embellishes the forms. There are

it has happened in the last 20 years) and the states

uncounted versions of each epic. Some versions

understanding is based on geo political divisions,

exist only as the texts of performances. These have

the nuances of the traditional forms get neglected.

never been written but only handed down verbally.

The tradition gets viewed as a monolithic block.-

When policy views the traditional form as a

“Shadow Puppetry”.

monolithic block,

But the most important aspect of traditional

narrative nuances do not count. The narrator

puppetry is its context which is deeply rooted in

and the oral narrative are inextricably linked but

the oral narratives, mainly the Ramayana, Puranic

instead get divided into compartments :puppets,

texts, regional folk lore and the Mahabharata.

musical instruments, set and puppeteer.

These narratives determine the nature of the

Clubbed with the notion of the puppet form” as a

performances (dialogues, stylizations in speech, in

dying art” the policy makers go into ‘preservation’

music and songs) the design of the puppets (colour,

and ‘saving the art form’ mode. Hence puppets

shape, size, material used), the aesthetic of the

and musical instruments are acquired and kept
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in museums. But what happens to the narrative?

productions, salaries to members of registered

These preserved puppets and instruments become

groups, scholarships for young artists, fellowships

mere artifacts no longer part of a performance

for researchers, stipends for young artists,

they are reduced to mere relics.

salaries for masters and money to build spaces for

No thought is given to the narrative .It is no

performance and last but not least pensions for

wonder that the traditional narratives are mostly

old artists. On principal the policy makers have

lost. How can narratives be kept alive? Should

thought of everything and money is being duly

not the attention be focused on ‘passing it on’

dispersed under each of these categories every

to the next generation? Isn’t that only possible

year.

through trainings to keep them from shrinking and

But can there be a greater awareness of where the

eventually disappearing?

money is actually needed? Is the budget allocated

We have a lot to learn from the example of Dalangs

adequate?

in Indonesia who are seen not as puppeteers, or

Questions need to be asked constantly. Who does

entertainers, or socio-political commentators

the money go to? And more importantly to bridge

but as all of these and more. They are seen as

the gap between intention and reality, how many

the orators and containers of the all important

of the intended recipients have access to the

narrative, which in their hands is non- static and

information about funding/schemes and processes

dynamic. This holistic view of puppeteers has

required? Clearly it seems to be a case of too little-

ensured their wonderful continuity and popularity

too late.

in Indonesia. But in Indonesia the performances

Despite all the schemes, resources etc, the number

have not been divorced from its context.

of traditional performers are dwindling.

In India the traditional base has shifted. Old

Is it lack of shows within the traditional context?

patrons have gone. The Govt. is the new patron in

Is it a lack of material? For example the shadow

the form of the policy maker and implementer.

puppeteers used deer leather traditionally but

As the new patron what is the Government’s

now deer hunting is banned. Some of them are

stand on puppet theatre? Will this census change

too poor to buy leather for new puppets. Is it lack

the view of “dying art” or at least provide crucial

of patronage from the villages their forefathers

statistical and qualitative evidence that the art is

visited?

indeed “dying”. We also need to know ‘how and

Is it possible to revive the connection with the old

why’ it is dying if indeed it is.

audience?

Currently government resources are allocated to

Can new audiences be created? How? Will the form
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have
34 to step out its traditional context to a space

Here the conviction of the artist is very important.

where audiences do not understand the nuances

The “dying” art notion has now been sadly

of the performance. In this case, the performers

internalized by many a traditional puppeteers,

would have to adapt to the new audience as in

leaving them with a low self- esteem. When it

the case of the Pullavars who perform Thol Pava

comes to adapting to new audiences or actively

Koothu at the Bhadrakali temples in Palghat. They

seeking out new patrons, many find it intimidating.

have modified their shows for city festivals and

To negotiate the future successfully , they need to

International Puppet festivals in Europe.

be armed with two crucial weapons: exposure to

This raises eyebrows in the drawing rooms of Delhi

the larger context of the art form and stimulation

and the big question : who decides how the shows

for innovation within the form.

are to be modified and adapted for new audiences

The Master class with Gunduraju was one such

and patrons? In many cases like in Orissa the

project which provided the Master with the

“patrons” have made this decision with disastrous

opportunity for both stimulation and innovation.

implications in some cases. Many patrons have

It reinforced belief in the power and significance

also criticized the artists for adapting their forms.

of the Togalu Gombeyatta form even outside

When an artist has deviated from the Ramayana

the community context, the artists’ potential for

and Mahabharata narrative it has been deemed

collaborations with other art forms, opening up

a corruption. Question is who actually has the

possibilities for further innovations within the

power to adapt and alter the art? The government/

form. This unique opportunity led to the master

government funded agencies, ’experts’ or academic

puppeteer breaking down his own practice and

purists? Isn’t it the artist’s and only his prerogative?

learning to transfer it to others thus encouraging a

Who else can decide how he/she wants to

pedagogic consciousness.

modify and adapt their form? Because the artist

If we are to re- examine the Exposure and Stimulation

is the carrier of the narrative and the narrative

idea but with existing funding framework in mind

is his to represent as he/she chooses. He has

how can one optimize the experiences?

unquestionable ownership of his form, to alter it
the way he deems fit. The success and acceptance

Exposure-

of these adaptations are a negotiation between the

1. Festivals – National, International and Regional.

artist and his audience. The artist can often push a

Localised festivals serve as a census of the state

conservative audience to accept his point of view,

of puppet forms. One good example was the

with his persistence and conviction.

Ananthpur festival of shadow puppetry organized
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by SNA. It helped to get a real picture of the form

trainees of master workshops need to perform for

and also facilitated the identification of gurus for a

varied audiences.

subsequent training program.

3.

2. Interface between masters, interface between

scholarships- promising new artists need to be

forms- These can turn into powerful stimulants.

identified during workshops and performances.

One example of a successful inter form interface is

Currently all scholarship and fellowship selections

the APPAN conference in Thailand between South

are random and disconnected from the need of

and South East Asian traditional forms in 2006.

the form.

Incentives

for

next

generation

through

3. Collaborations between masters can be a
dynamic outcome of the above.

In conclusion a much deeper investigation of the
traditional forms is required and a reexamining of

Stimulation-

the funding for the traditional forms is necessary.

1. Training- identifying masters, setting up trainings

I am however convinced that it is essential to

for the next generation under the masters- The

prioritize training for the next generation of

Sangeet Natak Akademi has been successful in

puppeteers. The eventual dream being of course a

developing such a training module. Many more are

puppet centre that houses a school.

needed to make an impact.
2. New audience exposure for the performers- The

*****
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How to Make a Light Box
for Shadow Films
By Atul Sinha

You
36 must be wondering what exactly are ‘Shadow

2. A glass top, transparent or frosted or a white

films’, the term was coined by Lotte Rieniger who also

acrylic sheet (this will allow the light to diffuse, a

referred her pupper animation films as ‘Silhouette

gateway tracing paper can also be applied onto the

Films’. According to Britannica Encyclopeadia this

transparent glass for diffusing the light)

technique of puppet animation was developed by

3. 2-4 tube light/ CFL/ LED bulb or strip (the size

Lotte Reiniger in Germany in 1920s, she used to shoot

and number of tube-light depends on the size of

series of photographs of flat-figure marionettes while

the box)

minutely readjusting each frame to give an illusion

4. Wire, plug, bed-switch

of motion. She had utilized the same technique to

5. A ply-board for the base (this is where the tube-

direct the oldest surviving animated feature film

light will be installed on) For my particular make-

“The Adventures of Prince Achmed”.

shift light-box I had utilized an old table, which

While at the ‘Togalu Gombeyaata Masterclass’ in
Mussoorie during june 2014 (2 week workshop
organised by UNIMA India, IFA and Kat-Katha),
I had to construct a light-box large enough to filt
some medium sized leather puppets to animate a 1
minute animated short film. A Light-box can be used
for tracing, sand animation and 2D paper cut-out
animation as well, though a more traditional light-box
particularly for 2D animation has a round acrylic top
with registration marks to help an animator to flip

became hollow after removing its top, then I nailed
in a ply-board for base to support the lights. Over
the top I had placed a glass slab and covered it
with thin cloth for diffusing the light.
To start animating your film, you will further
require a Tripod which has a central column that
can be bent horizontally, so that the camera can
be directly placed over the top of your lightbox. For, shooting your characters and also to
easily shoot frames. One of the most popular

between pages and see how the motion is coming
along, these are also reclined to support a free hand
movement while drawing. But, what we need for
animation flat puppets on an under-lit light-box is
that it has to be completely levelled horizontally to
support the puppets.
Material Required:
1. A hollowed wooden/ acrylic/ metal frame arond
12 inch deep (to allow an even spread of light)
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Portable plastic light-box for sand-animation
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and efficient stop motion software to shoot your
animated film is Dragonframe used for shooting
Tim Burton’s Oscar nominated ‘Frankenweenie’ or
Stopmotionpro used by Aardman Studio’s Oscar
winning animated feature film ‘Wallace and Gromit
the curse of the were rabbit’. One can also use the
freeware software that came with the camera or
use freeware Monkeyjam or Stop Motion Animator.
One needs to shoot at least 16 frames per second
for a smooth frame-rate without jerks.

A Light-Box Specifically for 2D Animation

My Light-Box set-up at ‘Togalu Gombeyaata Master Class in Mussoorie
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Notice Board

Design www.digitatemedia.in

Puppet Schools and courses around the world
http://www.sagecraft.com/puppetry/schools/index.html
Museum of Puppetry and Puppetry collections across the world
http://www.sagecraft.com/puppetry/exhibits/
Researchers-in-Residence , programs for puppetry. Deutches Forum for puppet theatre in Bochum-Germany
http://www.fidena.de/root/researcher-in-residence/mn_55
Sangeet Natak Akademi
http://www.sangeetnatak.org
The Indira Gandhi National Center for the Arts
www.ignca.nic.in

For further details contact
pandeyranjana@gmail.com
unimaindia@gmail.com
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